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Kastle Systems

The Answer to Integrated Identity Management

“T

he era of integrated
identity management is
upon us,” states Piyush
Sodha, CEO of Kastle
Systems, a leader in managed electronic
security systems. The world has witnessed
numerous manifestations of identity
from simple access cards for physical
and email addresses with passwords for
logical, to electronic identity programs like
authorized access authenticated by your
mobile device and biometrics (fingerprints
and iris). The benefits of enhanced security and ease of
administration with centralized control and management for
access – by having an integrated identity approach – cannot
be overstated.

Kastle Systems delivers a holistic
view of the work environment
and builds a security solution to
suit each unique space
Historically, identity management has been handled
through a series of disparate systems which creates a myriad of
complexities and vulnerabilities. The C-Suite, therefore, had to
deal with inconsistent customer experiences, greater security
risks and inefficiencies from both a cost and time point of view.
With the growing importance of physical security in the
enterprise space, and the need to integrate and harmonize
disparate systems, “CIOs are now focusing their attention on
the ease, flexibility, and security offered by integrated identity
management platforms,” states Brian Eckert, CMO of Kastle
Systems. For 45 years, Kastle Systems has been catering to the
commercial real estate, enterprise business, multifamily, law
firm, education, and government sectors by providing security
solutions such as access control, video surveillance, fire and life
safety, and visitor management. Kastle Systems provides these
security elements in the form of a managed service where the
customer leverages the economies of scale of Kastle alongside
the expert services that ensure operational reliability, business
continuity, mission critical 24x7 monitoring, and even advanced
innovations in business intelligence.
“The firm delivers a holistic view of the work environment
and builds a solution to suit each unique space,” states Sodha.

Following an assessment of a
client’s environment, Kastle
Systems designs a “one platform,
one identity, one database”
solution for the client with
their cloud and mobile-based
architecture. This “oneness”
experience administered across
all client locations delivers
integrated physical security as
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well as energy, operational, and
occupancy efficiency – through
an understanding of who accessed which spaces when, and
the insights gleaned from aggregating this information over
time, while maintaining the strictest privacy standards. Kastle
Systems recognizes that the needs of no two spaces are identical,
making it a preferred choice among vendors.
“Data standards allow different systems and devices to tie
together, cohesively,” says CTO, Mohammad Soleimani. To
help CIOs handle systems that lack a communication standard
between devices, Team Kastle brought the concept of an
access interoperability specification to the Physical Security
Interoperability Alliance (PSIA) board. With the adoption
of the standard by leaders in the industry like Microsoft and
Honeywell, the goal of increased interoperability across both
physical and logical systems is within reach.
Kastle Systems also provides sensor monitoring services
such as room and equipment temperature monitoring and
equipment tamper monitoring. Furthermore, paying heed to
customers’ concerns about events such as an active shooting
or fire, Kastle Systems created a mobile panic button whereby
the location of individuals can be identified in the event of an
emergency.
Kastle Systems’ web-based tools for centralized visibility
and control, mobile capabilities, and off-site hosting with
superior system backup are being utilized by the likes of
Seyfarth Shaw, Grant Thornton, BDO and thousands of large
global enterprises across the United States. Experiencing growth
of record magnitude in 2017, Kastle Systems intends to expand
into Europe and throughout more cities in the US. Running
a central processor-rich, data-rich, easily accessible-fromanywhere fabric of providing security to companies since 1972,
Kastle Systems, in a way, “was cloud before cloud was defined,”
and their clients agree. The firm now plans to start pushing the
frontiers of data usage in smarter and innovative new ways that
enhance not just security but business efficiency as well.

BIOMETRICS: THE PINNACLE OF
PAYMENT INNOVATION SHOWS

PROMISE FOR THE FUTURE
By Steve Pedersen, Head of North American Corporate Card Products, BMO Financial Group

H

ow many times have you attempted to log into
an account – whether a credit card account,
email server, social media platform or online
subscription – and gotten nowhere because
you forgot your password? It wouldn’t be surprising if your
answer is high. It happens to all of us, and comes with an
annoyance level that parallels misplacing your glasses,
keys or wallet. Passwords are easy to forget, especially
given almost everything we do online these days requires
a unique key, with each platform requesting its own set of
frustratingly specific criteria and character limits.
Passwords are complicated because fraudsters are
increasingly becoming more skilled at cracking the codes.
Five years ago, using your dog’s name or your birth date
as a key might have protected you from payment fraud, but
now, someone trying to access your information is much
more likely to uncover these basic facts about you online.
By requiring a unique string of letters, numbers and
symbols, the possible combinations for hackers to guess
are endless, making it harder (but not impossible) for them
to obtain access to an account – and highly unlikely for
you to remember your own code.
Thankfully, technological innovation has brought
us a solution to this problem when it comes to corporate
card payments: biometric authentication. Biometrics has
become one of the most noteworthy developments in
corporate cards, setting a foundation for future payment
innovation and offering a whole new level of peace of
mind for business professionals. Facial recognition, iris
scanning and fingerprint identification are progressively
eliminating the need for manual password entry and
making identity verification much easier, safer and more
convenient than pure password use.
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